Ab initio calculation of ( 2 + 1 ) resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization spectra and lifetimes of the ( D , 3 ) Σ − 2 states of OH and OD
I. INTRODUCTION
The electronic spectra of the hydrogen halides are of particular interest within the spectroscopic community due to the clarity and resolution of their spectral structures as well as the state interactions embedded within as perturbation effects. The spectra provide clear examples of interactions between Rydberg and valence states of varying strength and nature. They provide information about various photofragmentation and photoionization pathways which are of interest to a variety of other related fields such as atmospheric chemistry, 1, 2 astrochemistry, 3, 4 and photochemical syntheses. 5 In addition to standard absorption spectroscopic studies of the hydrogen halides, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) analyses have been widely used, allowing states, which are regularly inaccessible by single photon selection rules to be formed. Most REMPI experiments have been conducted on HCl, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] whereas a handful of studies of HBr 26, 27, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] and HI [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] have been performed. Furthermore, some REMPI coupled velocity map imaging (VMI) studies have been performed on the hydrogen halides, highlighting various photoionization and photofragmentation pathways. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] The large atomic mass of iodine makes HI particularly interesting amongst the hydrogen halides due to its strong spin-orbit interactions. For the lighter hydrogen halides, such as HF and HCl, the spin and electronic orbital motions are coupled strongly to the molecular axis to give well defined projections on the internuclear axis, which along with the angular momentum of the nuclear motion (R) give the total angular momentum, J according the to Hund's case (a) classification. For HI, on the other hand, the coupling between L and S is stronger than the interaction with the internuclear axis, which makes only Ω well defined, resulting in the a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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Hund's case (c) classification. 53 Nevertheless, it has become a custom in the literature to use analogous and comparable state assignments, more appropriate for Hund's cases (a) and (b), for all the hydrogen halides. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] The rotational spectroscopy of HI was first studied in the pioneering work by Price. 54 Later absorption experiments constructed a coherent database of excited Rydberg and ionpair states of HI [13] [14] [15] as well as DI 14, 15, 55 and addressed several observed perturbations seen in the spectra. The first REMPI spectra of HI were published in 1994-1995. 40, 41 These studies included new observations of spectral structures, but with some tentative assignments. These have recently been revisited with an emphasis placed on new observations as well as state interactions between Rydberg and valence (ion-pair and repulsive) states. 44, 45 Among recent findings, the utilization of perturbation effects was used to illuminate interactions between an ion-pair state and a state that was "hidden" from REMPI detection. 45 The "hidden" state could either be a non-observable state due to selection rules or a state experiencing weak transition probabilities, which could possibly be detectable by other means, such as in standard absorption.
We will now present REMPI data of HI for the high energy two-photon excitation region of 72 300-74 600 cm −1 and analyses relevant to state interactions between Rydberg and valence states as well as between Rydberg states. Furthermore, new observations both for observable and "hidden" states are presented.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental apparatus as well as relevant equipment parameters are similar to that described in previous publications. 39, 44, 45 Therefore, only a brief experimental discussion will be given here.
Mass resolved REMPI data for a HI molecular beam were recorded. The beam was created by a jet expansion of a pure gas sample through a pulsed nozzle and ions were directed into a time-of-flight tube and detected by a microchannel plate (MCP) detector to record the ion yield as a function of mass and laser radiation wavenumber. Mass signals were recorded by a LeCroy Wavesurfer 44MXs-A, 400 MHz storage oscilloscope. Tunable excitation radiation was generated by an excimer laser-pumped dye laser system, using a Lambda Physik COMPex 205 excimer laser and a Coherent ScanMatePro dye laser, applying a C-540 dye.
Laser power was minimized to prevent saturation effects and power broadening. Laser calibration was based on observed (2 + 1) REMPI iodine peaks (see Table I ). The accuracy of the calibration was found to be about ±1.0 cm −1 on a two-photon wavenumber scale.
III. PERTURBATIONS
For molecular systems, evaluation of the total Hamiltonian can be very onerous. In order to simplify its expression, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is commonly utilized which involves omitting terms which are the source of observed perturbations in recorded spectra. 56 These are the electronic operator, H el , which is representative of interactions between electronic states, the vibrational operator, T N , which is representative of interactions between vibrational states, and the spin-orbit operator, H SO , which is representative of interactions between the electron spin and its orbital motion, all of which are homogeneous (
, and the Suncoupling operator, (−1/2µR
2 )(J + S − + J − S + ), are responsible for heterogeneous (∆Ω 0) interactions. The state interaction strength (i.e., the perturbation matrix element, W 12 , for electronic states, 1 and 2) 57 is independent of the total angular momentum quantum number, J dependent, we shall refer to "non-degenerate interactions." We wish to use these expressions to replace the less clear expressions "nearresonance-" and "off-resonance-" interactions, respectively, which have been used before. 29, [31] [32] [33] 39, [44] [45] [46] 58, 61 Interactions between Rydberg and ion-pair states of the hydrogen halides appear distinctively as perturbations in rotationally resolved REMPI spectra, i.e., as deviations in the expected spectral structure of unperturbed states. These deviations can show as line shifts (LS-effects) as a result of the energy level shifts and/or as line-intensity alterations (LI-effects) due to the state mixing which can cause alterations in ion formation paths. 45 Furthermore, perturbations can result in alterations in linewidths on account of different predissociation processes of the mixed states (LW-effect). Observed perturbations, in the spectra of the hydrogen halides, can be classified in the following way:
(a) Weakest effects are found for heterogeneous (∆Ω 0), spin forbidden (∆Σ 0) interactions resulting in LI-effects for near-degenerate interactions. 39, 44, 45, 58 (b) Intermediately strong effects are observed for heterogeneous (∆Ω 0), spin conserved (∆Σ = 0) interactions, which typically result in LS-effects for near-degenerate interactions and LI-effects for both near-and nondegenerate interactions. 39, 44, 45, 58 (c) Strongest effects are seen among homogeneous interactions (∆Ω = 0), which show both as LS-and LI-effects both for near-degenerate and non-degenerate interactions. 44, 45, 58 Rotational constants for ion-pair vibrational states generally are smaller than those for the interacting Rydberg states. Hence, the energy spacing between J 
A. LS-effects
To a first approximation, a linear behavior is expected for plots of energy level spacing (
Such linearity with a slope of 2B v ′, where B v ′ is the v ′ dependent rotational constant, implies an unperturbed state. Deviations from linearity constitute LS-effects, which are prevalent in (b) and (c) cases mentioned above. The presence of curvatures or irregular shapes in such plots indicates medium to strong state interactions. In order to visualize irregular shapes due to effects of possible near-degenerate interactions more clearly, "reduced term value plots" were also made. 62 These show the difference between observed level energies (E J ′) and energies, E 0 J ′ , given by the expression
for parameters ν 
B. LI-effects
The REMPI data of the hydrogen halides for resonance excitations to Rydberg or ion-pair states consist of ion signals from both the parent molecule (HX , for Rydberg resonance states, gives an indication of increased mixing/interactions with an ionpair state, whereas significant lowering in the ratio would, on the other hand, evidence the opposite, i.e., decreased mixing/interactions with an ion-pair state. It has been found that the overall sensitivity of the LI-effects generally is greater than LS-effects. Thus, for weakly interacting states, there may be a distinctive lack of LS-effects, whereas significant LIeffects may be observed. 31, 32, 45, 61 C. LW-effects LW-effects appear as J ′ dependent alterations in the linewidth of ion signals. To a first approximation, linewidths are inversely proportional to the lifetimes of the resonance excited states and provide a lower limit to their lifetimes. Thus, LW-effects can give indications of lifetimes of rotational levels prior to predissociation. Such predissociation is mainly determined by the rates of crossing from bound to repulsive states. Rydberg states are usually in close proximity to or are crossed by one or more repulsive states whereas the internuclear distance of ion-pair states is too large for curve crossings between ion-pair states and repulsive states to be possible. Therefore, ion-pair states require interactions with Rydberg states, which act as gateway states prior to predissociation. 45, 58 Linewidths of ion-pair state spectra are frequently found to be larger (hence lifetimes shorter) than those of Rydberg states, close in energy, suggesting that effective predissociation of ion-pair states can involve several gateway Rydberg states. In REMPI studies of HI, 40, 41, 44, 45 there is a distinct lack of appearances of Rydberg states with Ω = 1. It has been suggested that these states play an important role as gateway states for predissociation processes, 45 acting as dark perturbers or hidden states.
It has been shown that the appearance of LW-effects is intrinsically linked with the appearance of LS-and LI-effects for HBr 58 and HI. 44, 45 Thus, the LW-effects are found to show close, but not necessarily equivalent, correspondence to that observed from LS-and LI-effects in terms of J ′ quantum level dependences. Figure 1 shows assigned REMPI spectra for HI in the twophoton resonance excitation region of 72 300-74 600 cm Tables II and III. nlλ type labels are used to characterize the Rydberg electrons, where n is the principal quantum number and the l and λ quantum numbers are replaced by the relevant atomic and molecular orbital letters, respectively. The ion core (σ 2 π 3 ) involves two spin-orbit states, i.e., Ω = 1/2, 3/2.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Spectral observations
New Rydberg states were observed with band origins at 72 324.0 cm (see Fig. 1 (c)), another weak structure was observed in the I + spectra. This structure is assigned to the m 3 Π 1 (v ′ = 1) state. Whereas, it has been detected in absorption, 13 it has not been seen in REMPI before. At 73 384.2 cm , a strong, clearly resolved, rotational feature is observed. This feature has previously been reported, unassigned in REMPI, 41 and is here assigned to the + and J ′ assignments of rotational peaks corresponding to two-photon resonance excitation from the ground state to
REMPI iodine atomic lines are indicated (see Table I ). The H + portion of the REMPI spectrum in (c) is magnified (×5).
assigned ion-pair states, 13 upwards from and including the previously assigned V (m + 11) ion-pair state, are, therefore, re-assigned as V (m + i + 2), where "i" is a positive integer, representing the previous vibrational assignment made by Ginter et al., 13 e.g., V (m + 11) is re-assigned as V (m + 13) and V (m + 12) is re-assigned as V (m + 14). Peak positions in the REMPI spectra of all newly observed states are listed in Table IV .
For the subsequent analyses of our observations, the excited states, whose spectra display various types of state interactions, are grouped into four interacting systems. These are the following:
Fig. 1(a) shows assigned REMPI spectra for the states of concern. Fig. 2(a) shows the rotational energy levels derived from the spectra. The reasoning behind the assignment of the 72 324.0 cm −1 band to the F 1 ∆ 2 (1) Rydberg state, as mentioned above, is manifold. First, the rotational structure, showing clear Q, R, and S lines for the lowest J ′ quantum TABLE II. MO configurations, term symbols, ion core configurations, band origins, rotational parameters, quantum defects, and relative intensities for all Rydberg states observed in the 72 300-74 600 cm −1 region. Quantum defect, a. LS-effects. Fig. 2(b) shows the spacing between the rotational levels (∆E J ′ , J ′ −1 ) for the (Fig. 2(a) ) reveals that such an effect is to be expected for an interaction with the V (m + 10) state as the spacing between quantum levels with equal J Fig. 2(c) ). This indicates that the k 3 Π 0 (2) state experiences increased mixing with the V (m + 10) state as J ′ increases.
Furthermore, based on the rotational energy level diagram (see Fig. 2(a) ), a near-degenerate interaction between the k 3 Π 0 (2) and the F 1 ∆ 2 (1) states might be expected for J ′ = 7 (and for J ′ = 8). Therefore, the drop in the intensity ratio for J ′ = 7 is most probably due to mixing of the k 3 Π 0 (2) and . Generally, the linewidths of the V (m + 10) state are larger than the linewidths of the k 3 Π 0 (2) state for J ′ = 0-6. They are, however, comparable for J ′ = 7-8 within experimental error. These observations can be interpreted in the following way, assuming that variations in the linewidths are determined by a combination of bound state interactions and/or predissociation effects (see above in Sec. III). First, based on the above interpretations of the LS-and LI-effects, the enhanced linewidth for J ′ = 7(8) is most probably associated with the J ′ = 7 near-degenerate interaction between the k 3 Π 0 (2) and F 1 ∆ 2 (1) Rydberg states via a mixed Ω = 1 state. Furthermore, as seen from Fig. 2(a) , TABLE IV. Rotational lines for HI due to two-photon resonance transitions to a relatively large interaction between those states and the V (m + 10) state might be expected for J ′ = 7-8, since the J ′ = 8 levels for all the states (and the J ′ = 7 levels to a lesser extent) are near-degenerate. The linewidth increase in J ′ = 5 for the k 3 Π 0 (2) state is likely to be associated with near-degenerate interactions. The rotational energy diagram ( Fig. 2(a) ) signifies, however, that this can neither be due to near-degenerate interactions with the F 1 ∆ 2 (1) state nor with the V (m + 10) state. We, therefore, propose that the k 3 Π 0 (2) state undergoes a near-degenerate interaction, for J ′ = 5, with an Ω = 1 hidden Rydberg state which plays a pivotal role in the aforementioned interaction between the k 3 Π 0 (2) and
states as well as interactions between the V (m + 10) (Ω = 0) and F 1 ∆ 2 (1) (Ω = 2) states. Thus, the decreased lifetime for The Ω = 1 state will, then, act as a gateway state towards predissociation of the k 3 Π 0 (2) state. The broader linewidths for V (m + 10), J ′ ∼ 4, could be associated with indirect predissociation of the ionpair state via interaction with the mixed k 3 Π 0 (2) and F 1 ∆ 2 (1) states. Finally, large linewidths, hence shorter lifetimes for the V (m + 10) levels than for the k 3 Π 0 (2) levels, J ′ = 0-6, suggest that interactions of the V state with additional predissociating gateway states are also of importance.
In light of the above observations and interpretations, the hidden Rydberg state characteristics could be guessed. Assuming the J ′ = 5 level of the hidden Rydberg state to be close in energy to that of the J ′ = 5 level of the k 3 Π 0 (2) state and by using "typical" spectroscopic constants for a HI Rydberg state, its band origin can be estimated to be about ν 0 ≈ 72 400 cm −1 ± 5 cm
. Among singlet or triplet Ω = 1 Rydberg states, which could readily interact with the repulsive valence states, higher vibrational levels of any of the previously observed Rydberg states possessing 1 Π 1 or 3 Π 1 symmetry, i.e., 
Rydberg state, which has not been observed before and, furthermore, that the observed perturbation is due to a weak S-uncoupling (|∆Ω| = 1) interaction. Fig. 1(b) shows assigned REMPI spectra for the states of concern. Fig. 4(a) shows the rotational energy levels derived from the molecular spectra. The spectrum for the H 1 Σ + (2) Rydberg state has been observed before. 13 It should be mentioned that the spectrum was re-assigned in a recent publication. 44 The mass resolved spectra of the Q lines ( Fig. 1(b) Fig. 4(a) ). Further inspection of the vibrational energies of the ion-pair vibrational states (see Ref. 44 and Fig. 5 ) reveals larger energy gap between the V (m + 10) and V (m + 11) states, which is to be expected for vibrational states closest in energy to an interacting Ω = 0 Rydberg state. 44 To verify this and to determine the strength of the interaction between the ion-pair states and the H 1 Σ + (2) state, a three-state deperturbation analysis was performed, which has been described explicitly in previous publications. 33, 45, 58 The deperturbation analysis only gave approximate interaction strengths as W H,V (m+11) = 13 ± 6 cm . The deperturbation results, however, do not explain the interaction effects observed at J ′ = 3-5 in the H 1 Σ + (2) state nor can they be ascribed to interaction effects of the m 3 Π 1 (1) state, which is higher in energy. Therefore, we propose that these effects are caused by interaction with a hidden Rydberg state.
b. LI-effect. Fig. 4(d) Fig. 4(d) ) as well as the irregularities in the absolute ion signal intensities (see Fig. 1(b) and text above) must be due to interactions between the H 1 Σ + (2) state and a hidden Rydberg state. Thus, the state mixing can alter the ionization yield of the otherwise unmixed H 1 Σ + (2) Rydberg state to increase the I + formation and/or decrease the HI + formation for J ′ ∼ 1, 2 and J ′ ∼ 4, 5 and give the ratios shown in Fig. 4(d) . This can be due to different ionization rates of the two interacting states. , respectively. Typically, larger linewidths, hence shorter lifetime, are observed for the ion-pair states than for an interacting Rydberg state, again suggesting that interactions of the ion-pair states with more strongly predissociating gateway states are of importance.
Whereas the m 3 Π 1 (1) Rydberg state's Ω = 2 counterpart,
, has not been observed in REMPI, 33, 36 it has been seen in absorption at about ν 0 = 72 697 cm for the H 1 Σ + (2) and m 3 Π 2 (1) states, respectively), the spacing between the rotational levels of same J ′ values will increase; hence the mixing will decrease, with J ′ . On the other hand, the interaction strength (W 12 ) will increase with J
for |∆Ω| = 1 interactions). Therefore, an increase in interaction strength followed by its decrease as J ) derived from the spectrum is relatively large and comparable to those derived from virtually unperturbed (pure) Rydberg states, such as the
) states. 36, 37 An observation of, primarily, the HI + signal is also a clear indication of a pure Rydberg state. The state can neither be a vibrationally excited
3 )5dπ) state, since it does not fit into the corresponding vibrational state series. Simple quantum defect analysis, 44, 58 based on the expression for vibrational Rydberg state energies ( ) is the ionization limit of the molecular ion vibrational state, to which the Rydberg series converges. n* is the effective principal quantum number depending on the Rydberg electron principal quantum number (n) and the l quantum number dependent quantum defect value (δ l ) as n * = n − δ l . The analyses revealed a value Table II ) and comparable to that previously determined for the
Therefore, we assign the spectrum centered at 73 081.7 cm . This suggest that interactions of V (m + 12) with the closest in energy Ω = 0 Rydberg states are not the major reason for the broad linewidths observed. More likely, the main reason is a direct heterogeneous interaction with a close in energy Ω = 1 state which acts as a gateway state towards rapid predissociation.
A possible candidate for an Ω = 1 hidden Rydberg state is either of the
Rydberg states, both of which have not been observed in absorption or REMPI. Further information, however, are required for a definitive assignment, so for the time being, these proposals are purely conjectured. Fig. 1(d) shows assigned REMPI spectra for the states of concern. Fig. 6(a) shows the rotational energy levels derived from the spectra as well as those derived for the V (m + 15) state. The spectrum centered at 73 384.2 cm −1 has been assigned before to an Ω = 0 + Rydberg state. 41 We assign it to the first excited vibrational state of the O 1 Σ + state, i.e., the absorption. 13 Perturbation effects, seen in the spectra, have been reported. 13 a. LS-and LI-effects. Fig. 6(b) (1) state also are indicative of a near-degenerate interaction for J ′ = 9 as well as for J ′ = 6 (Fig. 6(c) ). Based on the energy levels of the states involved as well as extrapolated values for higher J ′ s (Fig. 6(a) ), these observed perturbations are due to near-degenerate interactions with the V (m + 13) and V (m + 14) states for J ′ = 6 and 9, respectively. , it is not seen here. Its lack of appearance might be an indication of the presence of a nearby predissociating Ω = 1 hidden Rydberg state, which again could be responsible for the observed "shorter lifetime" of the V (m + 13) state.
The
O 1 Σ + (v ′ = 1), V 1 Σ + (v ′ = m + 13), V 1 Σ + (v ′ = m + 14), V 1 Σ + (v ′ = m + 15) systemO 1 Σ + (v ′ = 1)
V. CONCLUSIONS
REMPI spectra of atomic and molecular ions of HI in the two-photon excitation region 72 300-74 600 cm was now observed for the first time in REMPI. Second, perturbation effects appearing as line shift-, line-intensity-, and linewidth-effects allowed determination of Rydberg to ion-pair as well as Rydberg to Rydberg state interactions both qualitatively and quantitatively. Whereas the line shift and line-intensity effects are primarily indications of bound-to-bound state interactions, the linewidth effects are reflective of direct or indirect (via gateway states) predissociation processes. Generally, it is found that the overall sensitivity of the line-intensity effects is greater than line shift effects. Gradual changes in the various effects as a function of rotational quantum numbers, J Third, the various perturbation effects are found to be indicative of the presence of "hidden states" not observable here, but possibly observable by other technical means. The observed perturbations allowed assignments of these hidden states to some extent.
1. Based on perturbation effects seen in the spectra of the 
